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User experience is
going to be critical.
Cindy Murray, head of global treasury
product platforms and eChannels,
Bank of America Merrill Lynch

T

his morning at 11:00 in the
plenary room, Financial Times
assistant editor Gillian Tett will
steer an all-female panel representing banks, their clients and
their advisors, through an analysis of recent regulatory reforms
to the finance sector.
Panellists including Sylvie
Matherat, global head of risk and
regulation, Deutsche Bank, and
Barbara Novick, vice chairman,
BlackRock, will give their thoughts
on how specific pieces of legislation have addressed and identified
problems, as well as commenting
on measures that have not yet
been enacted – but should.
Some regulatory changes are
set in stone, others are subject to
further drafting, while still others are on the drawing board.
The combined impact of so many
rule-changes at once is almost impossible to predict. As such, this
debate provides an ideal opportunity for delegates to catch up on
a fast-moving topic and appraise
their own bank’s position.

Consumers will not put up with having to wait for transfers.
T

he speed of payments is lagging far behind today’s instant
access to goods and services
and consumers are losing pa-

tience with a world in which it
can still take several days to
move money, delegates were
warned yesterday.

“It’s all about speed. We are
online every minute of the day
and we simply expect everything really fast. I’m sure many

of you are right now responding to emails because you don’t
believe that a response to a
continued on page 2
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WHAT’S ON

MARKET
INFRASTRUCTURES

Big Issue Debate/Plenary
Plenary room
11:00-12:15 Rating regulatory
reform: an assessment

Payments must
catch up with the
digital age
continued from page 1

Compliance Forum
Conference room 3
09:30-10:30 Compliance and big
data solutions: the new frontier?
14:00-15:00 Financial
crime compliance: b
 eyond
correspondent banking

You don’t start with ubiquity.
Often new technology starts
with no scale at all.
Ben Milne, founder, Dwolla

Corporate Forum
Conference room 5
09:00-09:30 Corporate Forum:
opening address day 1
09:30-10:30 Corporate
transaction banking: how
payments and cash management,
trade finance and receivables
finance shape the future of
corporate banking
14:00-15:00 Banks and
corporates: what still stands in the
way?
16:00-17:00 The increasing
impact of regulation on
corporates
Investment Manager Forum
Conference room 1
09:00-09:30 Investment
Manager Forum: opening address
09:30-10:30 Regulatory
avalanche: any silver linings
amongst all the dark clouds?
14:00-15:00 Higher performance
through operational outsourcing:
myth or reality?
15:15-16:00 Investment Manager
Forum: keynote address
16:00-17:00 Innovation for
investment managers: a hype or
a need?
Standards Forum
Exhibition Hall – Stand D08
09:00-09:30 Jump-start: The
intimate relationship between
standards and reference data
09:30-10:15 Standard’s lab: banks,
payments systems and standards
– how are they affected by cryptocurrency models?
10:30-11:00 Showcase:
MyStandards Readiness portal:
present and future
12:45-13:45 Standards power
lunch: mind the regulatory gap:
can standards help to address
financial crime compliance?
14:00-14:45 Standards lab: raising
the STP-bar for cross-border CNY
payments
15:00-15:45 Standards lab: banks
in the person-to-person payments
space: making it work
16:00-16:45 Standards lab:
standards and post-trade: a
winning game?
Innotribe
Innotribe room – Level 1
09:30-10:30 Innovation
capabilities: innovation index &
benchmark
13:30-17:30 2014 Startup
Challenge grand finale
Conference room 2
09:30-10:30 Will we all be
sending payments using iTunes?
14:00-15:00 Intraday liquidity
reporting
16:00-17:00 South-South
cooperation: how long before it
becomes a reality?

question you got two minutes
ago can wait for another day,
so you do it instantly. That’s
the expectation today; everything is supposed to be in real
time,” said Katja Lehr, director,
EU core payments management
at PayPal.
Speaking during yesterday’s
panel discussion, ‘Generational conflicts in the market infrastructure space’, Lehr cited the example of eBay Now,
a one-hour delivery service
launched this year in the US.
The most-ordered item, she
said, has been phone chargers
delivered to bars, proving the
demand from consumers to be
constantly connected to the
online world.
“There seems to be a need
for one-hour delivery, but while I
can order something and have it
delivered within an hour, I can’t

More than speed
But while speed was widely acknowledged to be crucial, other
factors – such as surety of payment, ease-of-use and ubiquity –
were also identified by panellists
as areas for improvement.
“We cannot have a payment
system that’s not supported by
every bank in the country, and if
we don’t package it and have the
other capabilities that attract the
consumer to this new payment
system, then we’re going to continue to be dis-intermediated by
other providers. Ease-of-use is a
critical component as we look to
redesign our payment systems,”
said Cindy Murray, head of global
treasury product platforms and
eChannels at Bank of America
Merrill Lynch.
Greg Johnston, head of the
payment settlements depart-

The panellists also discussed the
advances that need to be made
in payment security mechanisms, with consensus that the
status quo in which multiple
passwords are often required to
process a payment will not be
sustainable in the long term.
“User experience is going to
be critical and you might get to

er side there has to be a better
way than remembering all the
passwords and having tokens
and one-time passwords texted
to you. We’re certainly looking
at biometrics and voice recognition, and we will be investing
in those spaces so that we can
provide a better experience to
the consumer and the corporate
user,” added Murray.
Asked what the future might
hold, PayPal’s Lehr predicted
that the pace of change will
move according to the demands
of consumers. At Sibos in 10
years’ time, for example, she expects to no longer need to carry
a large bag as everything will be
available through her mobile device.
“I truly believe we won’t accept paper anymore – everything
is going to be digital. People are
going to accept whatever is going to make their life easier and
more convenient, and fits their
needs at that point in time,” she
said. n

a point where you can just use a
mobile device and not even need
a password to initiate payment.
We’re a little way from there,
but banks don’t make it easy so
we need to challenge ourselves
to think about that user experience,” said panel moderator
Russ Waterhouse, executive vice
president for product development and strategy at The Clearing House.
“There is an opportunity to
look at voice recognition. On
both the corporate and consum-

Sibos Issues apologises
for the incorrect headline
published in Tuesday’s edition
of Sibos Issues. The headline
incorrectly stated: ‘Regulators
going in the wrong direction’.
No such statement was made
or criticism inferred by the
speaker. The headline should
have read: ‘Securities markets
going national is the wrong
direction’.

utive and founder of US payment
system Dwolla, using the example
of the birth of email messaging.
“Email started with two super
nerdy people sending a message
across a room – you don’t start
with ubiquity. Often new technology starts with no scale at all,
just super nerdy people creating
a new technology and using it,
and then at some point network
effects start taking place and
before you know it, the technology is ubiquitous. Speed and
security will drive ubiquity,” said
Milne.

An end to passwords?

We are moving faster but the
flow of money hasn’t kept up.
Katja Lehr, director, EU core payments management, PayPal

move the money in an hour
and in most countries I can’t
even move it in a day. I have
to still wait three, four or even
five days. The point is that we
are moving faster but the flow
of money hasn’t kept up,” said
Lehr.
“The consumer is not going to
stand and wait any longer than
he needs to while everything
else happens in an instant. At
PayPal, we acknowledge that
people just don’t have time anymore,” she added.

ment at the Reserve Bank of
Australia, described ubiquity of
payment systems as an impediment to innovation. “Unless
banks collaborate to improve the
payment system and get some
sort of certainty that everyone
is going to move together and
the customer experience will be
similar, then it’s very hard to justify the investment,” he said.
But having ubiquitous technology from inception is hard to
achieve and may not be necessary, said Ben Milne, chief exec-
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The greater the challenge, the
more important your partner.

With the increasing velocity of change, the difference between who
succeeds – and who merely survives – will be defined by clear thinking,
quick decisions and rapid reflexes. This is where SIX Securities Services
comes in.
As one of Europe’s few truly international post-trade service providers, we
have learned to adapt to rapidly changing landscapes, carve out our own
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COMPLIANCE

A means to an end
Visible responses to sanctions compliance violations serve as a lesson
to the industry.

We are not
looking for a
scalp or to
raise up a
victory flag,
but violations
must have a
meaningful
response.
Adam Szubin, director, Office
of Foreign Assets Control, US
Department of the Treasury

B

anks were left in no doubt as
to the resolve of financial crime
regulators following the speech
with which Adam Szubin, director at the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), US Department of the Treasury, opened
the Compliance Forum at Sibos
yesterday.
“We are not out to grab
headlines,” claimed Szubin,
whose agency has handed
down billions of dollars in fines
to banks over compliance violations during the past few years.
With many banks struggling to
keep up with the evolving nature of financial crime, Szubin
explained in detail the thinking
behind the approach of regulators to compliance. But he
made it clear that violations
would be met with penalties to
send a message out to the entire industry.
“Under the regulations, if one
is processing a transaction in violation of our sanctions, be it in
Iran or with respect to Ukraine,
it is a violation,” said Szubin, addressing a full house.
Szubin suggested that delegates should look beyond the
headlines to understand the
underlying issues faced by regulators to gain a deeper appreciation of the financial crime compliance challenge.
“When you have that constellation of repeated activity going on over a number of years
with the knowledge of senior
members of an institution, then
you see the headline-grabbing
enforcement cases. This is conduct that not only ought to have
a sanctions enforcement response, but a visible response
Sibos, powered by SWIFT.

so that it can serve as a learning case for the rest of the industry.”
Szubin nevertheless sought to
soothe industry-wide concerns.
“We are not looking for a scalp

benign or innocent neglect, or
much worse, gross negligence or
recklessness? All of those questions are the mostly intensely
debated when we are sitting
around at OFAC.”

raised by the fact that sanctions requirements inevitably
evolve in line with geo-political
events, often forcing banks to
re-assess their business approach on a regular basis.

Without people like you, our regulations would
only be words on paper.
Adam Szubin, director, Office of Foreign Assets Control, US Department of the Treasury

or to raise up a victory flag, but
violations must have a meaningful response. The message is out
there that we know that most institutions that are regulated are
doing the right thing because it
is the right thing to do,” he noted.
But he insisted that considerations of conduct and the willfulness thereof had to be central
to any meaningful regulatory
effort. “Was this an example of

Moving target
With the flow of new sanctions
and financial crime compliance
obligations showing no signs of
abating, banks are scrambling
to keep up with fast-evolving requirements around anti-money laundering, know
your customer and know your
customer’s customer responsibilities.
A particular challenge is
Sibos Issues 4

Szubin explained that the
sanctions imposed on countries were finely judged, attuned specifically to each situation and desired outcome. For
banks, this means that each
new sanctions action required
a distinct and unique response.
Szubin said sanctions currently in place are already making a major difference, adding
however that OFAC will not
hesitate to turn up the heat.

“We will continue to examine
in the weeks ahead what additional measures will be necessary,” he said.

Partners against
crime
Szubin commended the banking industry on its efforts to
comply with the increasingly
complex rules and urged the
audience to continue to interact with OFAC.
His mixture of a resolute
stance, yet supportive demeanor, showed the audience that
while violations will not be tolerated, they will not find themselves in a headline-grabbing situation as long as they maintain
their best efforts to contribute
to a safer and more transparent
market.
“We know that without aggressive and careful compliance by people like you in this
audience our regulations would
only be words on paper,” said
Szubin.
“I can only tell you we are very
careful, very thoughtful when
going out with any enforcement
case and there is no desire to be
aggressive for the sake of looking aggressive.” n
www.sibos.com
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COMPLIANCE

Making the case for
collaboration
Panellists and poll suggest a growing appetite for
financial crime compliance utilities.
T

he audience attending yesterday’s compliance panel on the
relevance of utilities greatly supported the notion of using central services to tackle the compliance issues faced by banks.
Whether they were swayed
by the views of panellists or
brought preconceptions to the
venue, 90% of those who voted
through the session’s interactive
poll said they would gladly use a
utility to meet financial compliance obligations.
The increasing cost of meeting anti-money laundering and
know your customer (KYC) regulations has driven banks to seek
an alternative to pouring funds
into their own proprietary technology and employing staff to
meet the requirements.
“It has gotten to a point at
which we have got together as
an industry and said: it is not
sustainable,” said Crista DeStefano, head of client operations
group, Barclays. “Rather than

investing individually we have
looked at the common problems
and at other utilities and said:
let’s do things once, let’s build
that central repository and control that regulatory area.”
Daniel Becker, deputy chief
compliance officer and global
head of AML compliance, BNY
Mellon, said utilities would add
value if they could simplify onboarding processes. “Where the
utility can really come in handy
is for data collection. If we were
able to get a utility to collect all
that for us, it would be a huge
benefit.”
The panel followed an opening speech from Adam Szubin,
director of the Office of Foreign
Assets Control, US Department
of the Treasury, who said compliance was not a competitive
differentiator, but an obligation.
As such, panellists suggested,
outsourcing compliance obligations to a utility could save
costs, resources and time.

Let’s do
things once.
Let’s build
that central
repository and
control that
regulatory area.
Crista DeStefano, head of client
operations group, Barclays

DeStefano added that utilities offered by organisations
with ownership links to banks
– such as SWIFT, which recently
launched The KYC Registry – had
advantages over other providers.
“We are part of the decision-making process around
the data security and the technology platforms that are being
used. There is a high degree of
confidence around how that information is being stored, used
and then permissioned.”

Regulatory
impediments?
The attitude of regulators to
utilities is seen by some as a barrier to their role in helping banks
meet compliance obligations:
56% of yesterday’s audience
said they believed regulatory
acceptance to be the biggest impediment to using a utility.
Panellists observed that the
idea of using utilities for trans-

actions screening remained a
grey area, and said that it was
unclear how the failure of a utility would impact a user bank in
the eyes of a regulator.
Denise Reilly, member of The
Wolfsberg Group, a financial
services association, believed
however, that the weight of

r egulatory scrutiny was a deciding factor in favour of utilities.
“For a long time we have been
in a position of being examined,
but if we are more pro-active
about what we believe as an
industry to be the appropriate
standards it will help us move
the ball forward.” n
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BIG ISSUE DEBATE

Cyber threat demands
new tactics
Preventing cyber attacks is no longer realistic, and responding effectively
should be banks’ priority.
T

he challenge posed to the
 nance sector by cyber crimifi
nals is so pervasive that banks
and other institutions must focus
on how to handle the outcomes
of cyber attacks, delegates
were told at Tuesday’s Big Issue
Debate, ‘The cyber wars escalate’.
Panellists said too much emphasis is being placed on trying
to prevent cyber crime instead of
detecting it and finding out ways
to minimise the harm it causes
banks and their customers.
“The last two years have seen

quickly than security professionals can respond to them.
Kris Lovejoy, general manager, IBM Security Services Division, compared cyber crime to
disease, rather than war. “Every
single person in your organisation will have been compromised
by malware at some point, just
as they will have had the common cold, so you need to think
about this more like a biological
threat, and ask how you can improve the hygiene of your business and contain an outbreak.”

targets offer easier opportunities to compromise security.

Privacy conundrum

The cost of re-issuing 100
million credit cards and having
the call centre staff to deal
with that volume of customer
enquiries is huge.
David Wagner, president, Entrust

Lawmakers want privacy
and cyber security, but they
don’t understand how the two
interact together.
Kris Lovejoy, general manager, IBM Security Services Division

governments get very involved
in tackling cyber crime, and this
indicates that we are at war,”
said David Wagner, president
of digital security specialist Entrust.
James Kaplan, principal at
McKinsey & Company, agreed
that war is a suitable term to
describe the current cyber landscape, but was pessimistic about
the future.
“Cyber criminals are becoming increasingly organised and
the gap in capabilities between
them and the security personnel
combating them is widening, so
this is not a war we will win any
time in the near future,” he said.
The problem facing all industries under attack in cyber
space, be it from criminal gangs,
nation states or terrorist organisations, is that the attackers are
developing new attacks more
Sibos, powered by SWIFT.

Unknown unknowns
Audience members were asked
where they thought their firms’
cyber security budgets should
be spent, with 61% saying they
felt prevention needed more
money.
While cyber security strategies have traditionally focused
on prevention, this alone is insufficient to tackle the threat,
the Sibos audience was told, as
the “bad guys” are more sophisticated than ever before.
Although only 20% of the audience said detection strategies
need more money, many firms
are often not aware they have
been a victim of a cyber attack
until weeks or months afterwards. Most are only alerted to
the crime when the police contact them about it.
Additionally, panellists noted

that “unknown unknowns” can
be the most dangerous threats.
It is relatively easy to prevent
an attack that you are aware
of, but truly effective strategies for managing cyber attacks
can, counter-intuitively, cause
the number of reported incidents to increase. The key for
firms should be to detect those
threats first, and then deal with
them effectively.
The panel called for greater
regulation on cyber security, particularly in areas such as information sharing and coordination.
In the US, critical infrastructure
industries have organised security panels working with the Department for Homeland Security.
These panels played a very useful role during a series of DDoS
attacks that took place from September 2012 to May 2013.
Noting recent breaches at US
retailers Target and Home Depot
– in which more than 100 million
customer records were stolen,
including credit card details –
Wagner said differences in the
costs of cyber attacks resulted
in different approaches across
affected parties.
“There’s little financial loss
for these retailers, but the cost
of re-issuing 100 million credit
cards and having the call centre
staff to deal with that volume of
customer enquiries is huge for
the banks,” Wagner added.
He said there is a need for
regulators across industries to
Sibos Issues 6

Privacy laws, particularly in Europe, also came under fire for
creating a Catch-22 situation for
banks, in which effectively protecting their customers increased
the risk of falling foul of overbearing regulations on privacy.
“Lawmakers want privacy and
cyber security, but they don’t
understand how the two interact together,” said Lovejoy. “In
Finland for example, laws on IP
address privacy mean it’s illegal
to use IP address data to track
down bad actors or identify
customers that might be compromised, which makes it very
difficult to detect and protect
against cyber attacks.”
Despite the difficult environment banks are facing in the
seemingly unwinnable cyber
war, there are some positive developments.
Mobile technology was seen
by the panel as a major boost to
security, despite past fears that
mobile devices could be stolen
and hacked or cell network signals intercepted.

This is not a war we will win
any time in the near future.
James Kaplan, principal, McKinsey & Company

treat information security with
the same level of priority – including the telecoms suppliers
and IT firms on which banks rely
to deliver services and communicate with customers.
Cyber criminals will always
gravitate to the easiest target
to get what they want and this
is why banks are only the fourth
most targeted organisations for
cyber attacks, because softer

Of particular interest for security professionals in future,
suggested panellists, is the
growing use of biometrics as a
way to identify individuals, seen
as being far more secure than
simple passwords, and future
security developments could
rely on facial, voice and fingerprint recognition technologies
that are now widely available on
mobile platforms. n
www.sibos.com
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CUSTODY

A pressing next chapter in
an ongoing story
Securities services providers must decide how their business models will support
the next generation of asset pools.
Specialise, scale or
diversify?
“For the last 15 years, every
day there has been talk of more
commoditisation,” said Alain
Pochet, head of clearing, custody & corporate trust services,
BNP Paribas Securities Services.
“At the same time, every year, I
have ten times more things to
do and manage for our clients.”
So will players who diversify –
Maya’s second hypothesis – have
a competitive advantage?
“If all you are doing is core
custody and you have nothing
else to replace that, you are in a
bad situation,” said Samir Pandiri, executive vice president and
CEO, asset servicing, BNY Mel-

in single institutions, Maya said.
There is a fair amount of scepticism around the feasibility for
putting those franchises together, both in terms of client demand
and the ability to uphold Chinese
walls and client confidentially.
“It’s absolutely clear it is not
without its challenge,” said Cian
Burke, head of securities services, HSBC. “You are talking to
clients from different parts of
the business and different buyers. I think you have to be clear
about what the proposition is.”
He cited collateral management
and optimisation as a huge opportunity for the securities services and investment banking
arms to work in concert. “Sitting
in a firm where we have clearly

We are very supportive of taking corporate
actions into a utility.
Gunjan Kedia, executive vice president, State Street Global Services

“T

he reports of my death
have been greatly exaggerated,” quipped American humorist Mark Twain. This sentiment
could just as easily be applied
to the custody industry, which
has endured dogged predications of its demise due to ailments no less varied than the
commoditisation of services
across providers; dwindling
margins and low interest rates;
increased price competition;
and the evaporation of securities lending and foreign exchange revenues.
But the fundamentals of this
core industry remain sound, as
evidenced by increases over the
past five years in assets under
custody and administration – if
not revenues. Nevertheless, custodians realise they must evolve
or be left behind, according to
panelists at yesterday morning’s
debate, ‘Decision time for custodians: optimise core or change
model?’
“This is about the challenges
and opportunities that face securities services providers and
the ways they are going to take
advantage of those opportunities and address those challenges,” said David Maya, partner, Oliver Wyman, who presented his
firm’s take on the state of the
Sibos, powered by SWIFT.

industry and then moderated
the discussion among a panel of
representatives from four of the
largest global custodians.

Identifying
opportunities
Maya put forth five hypotheses
for potential change to the panellists, the first asking if this evolution could go from profitable
businesses to commoditised
product to regulated utility? He
cited the fact that eight out of
the top ten custody institutions
are regarded as systemically
important financial institutions
(SIFIs), considered integral to
the financial services infrastructure and therefore important to
regulators.
“I found an article nearly 40
years back that talked about
custody being a commodity
and at that point four foundations started to invest globally
and global custody was born,”
Gunjan Kedia, executive vice
president, State Street Global
Services. “So something happens in the industry to leverage
what is custody and creates a
next set of advantages. After
global custody, we had clients
noticing that custodians have a
very clean record of trades and

positions and you could do a lot
of administration and accounting off of that. At the turn of the
century, we had Y2K and settlement fears and that created
middle-office outsourcing.
“Custody is a bit like the foundation to a house and almost nobody buys a house for its foundation, yet it is difficult to have
a house [without one],” she continued. “The point is, we think
about what is going to be the
next set of pains that will create
the next set of business opportunities where custody will perform a foundation capability.”
Kedia suggested two areas
that could yield future growth
for custodians: the first, converting data into business intelligence for clients; and, second, leveraging the position of
providers to create liquidity and
capital to support the investment process.
Not that custodians are opposed to the creation of utilities
that could serve both providers
and clients, removing tedious,
duplicate work. “Certain parts
of custody are a commodity,”
said Kedia. “Anyone who wants
to take corporate actions and
make it a utility – we are very
supportive of that.”

Sibos Issues 8

I am incredibly bullish about
the future. The ones who adapt
will survive.
Cian Burke, head of securities services, HSBC

lon. “If you are smart and think
about your investment decision,
there are a lot of things you can
do, such as look at new regions,
asset classes, client segments,
and new services through to
customer.”
Additionally, there have been
those advocating greater leverage of the investor services and
capital markets businesses with-

brought that together, I believe
in the hypothesis, though it isn’t
a slam dunk.”
In hypotheses three and four,
Maya asked custodians if there
were opportunities outside the
core client base and if custodians were operating in an environment in which scale has
become overrated. Is it time to
specialise?
www.sibos.com
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CUSTODY

A pressing next
chapter in an ongoing
story
continued from page 8

If all you are doing is core
custody and you have nothing
else to replace that, you are in
a bad situation.
“You need to have scale,
specialisation is important, but
[most importantly] you need
to have a purpose,” said BNY
Mellon’s Pandiri.
“A common mistake is to
have scale and specialise in
many, many things; instead, you
should invest in the things that
will be germane and relevant
to your clients. The temptation
when you have scale is really to
try to be everything to everyone, and that is the part that
requires good management discipline.”
The best approach, he suggested, was to invest in those
channels that have the best
opportunity to grow in the long
term, he added. Kedia agreed
that custodians must look beyond the way the industry is
structured today. “We think not
about the question of scale and
specialisation but design and
planning,” she said.

Samir Pandiri, CEO, asset servicing, BNY Mellon

New pools, new tools
The generation that is entering
college today thinks very differently about how to save money, she added. How assets will
be custodied and managed will
be quite different from a BlackRock or a Vanguard distributing
through a Merrill Lynch’s broker-dealer.
“Where will the pools of assets be and what will the consumer behaviour be and how
will they interact with their assets,” Kedia said. “That is where
we need to be.”
The role of technology as
saviour – Maya’s fifth hypothesis – was key to Kedia’s point

that securities services providers should design their infrastructure and processing in line
with future industry trends.
“What will be the role of Amazon and Google? What will be
the role of Alibaba in our industry?” She also noted the influence of the evolution of healthcare spending on future asset
pools.
Burke agreed it was about
looking forward for custodians.
“I am incredibly bullish about
the future,” said Burke, citing
a Darwinian approach. “I don’t
think the strongest of the species will survive, not even the
most intelligent, but the ones
who will adapt.” n
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INNOTRIBE

Do you speak river?
In a world of permissionless innovation, bankers must learn to be pirates.
“B

anking has not been disrupted by technology. Not yet,”
said Peter Hinssen, chairman,
nexxworks, at the start of Tuesday morning’s truly excellent
Innotribe session, ‘The network
always wins’. “Technology is getting nasty. Software is eating the
world,” he asserted, adding later: “Some of you won’t survive.”
This was not a session for the
faint-hearted or the cautious.
“You need a pirate’s mentality
to survive,” Hinssen would say
later, remembering Steve Jobs’
maxim that “it’s more fun to be a
pirate than to join the navy.” The
bell curve of innovation has become a “shark-fin curve” – higher, faster, detectable by precisely
the wrong kind of early-warning

becoming networks, with the
customer at their heart,” said
Hinssen, citing Airbnb, Rent The
Runway, Amazon and the entire
media industry as examples of
this form of disruption. “This is
not a fringe phenomenon,” he
added.
By now, the tweets were flowing and the room was filling up.
Hinssen was showing graphics
of Jeremiah Owyang’s Collaborative Economy Honeycomb
(and suggesting that delegates
go to www.crowdcompanies.com
to see it for themselves). “Users are empowered. From this
moment, traditional hierarchical organisations won’t survive.
Linear thinking has to turn into
non-linear thinking,” said Hinssen. How do we achieve that?
“It takes a network to serve a
network,” Hinssen continued,
handing over to his co-presenter, Mickey McManus, chairman/
principal, MAYA Design.

Information
is power and
people are
going to find
ways to use it. Markets are
becoming
Mickey McManus, chairman/
principal, MAYA Design
networks, with
signals. “Many of you work in the customer
companies that have been designed to phase out those pat- at their heart.
terns because you interpret
them as noise,” said Hinssen.
Ten years ago, banks had a
five-year plan. Five years ago,
they had a three-year plan. Now,
it’s problematic to look even 12
months ahead. “I don’t want
to make you feel horrible on a
beautiful morning like this,” said
Hinssen, warming to his theme,
“but you have to think that maybe disruption is going to have a
major impact on financial services.” The future is “blurred”,
and our linear-thinking models
don’t work any more.
So what do we do? We become
pirates and recognise that even
if banking hasn’t been disrupted
(yet), everything else has. But
what form does that disruption
take? “I believe that markets are
Sibos, powered by SWIFT.

of unbounded, malignant complexity,” McManus added.
That’s all five years away.
What’s happening now is “permissionless innovation”. And
it’s accelerating. While McManus’ brain is still the size of his
grandfather’s brain, the same
could not be said of the networked world. “Information is
power and people are going to
find ways to use it. Hacking everything and connecting everything is starting to happen,” said
McManus, adding: “This is a giant opportunity.”
It is? “This is where we get
to be pirates,” said Hinssen, returning to centre-stage. “It’s not
about the technology. It’s about
finding the culture of innovation.” And where do we look for
that? “Banks are at the heart of
information. Information used
to be a lake. Now it flows. Banks
need to learn the language of
rivers,” said Hinssen.

Peter Hinssen, chairman,
nexxworks

Malignant complexity
Speaking to Sibos Issues before the session, McManus had
explained that MAYA is an acronym for Most Advanced Yet
Acceptable, and that his company worked “at the interface
between people and really complicated things”. According to
McManus, the really complicated things have got us surrounded and will soon be ganging up
on us. “The seed is connectivity.
There will be one trillion computing units, some of them inside us. We are reaching an era

Right. The language of rivers.
Got it. “Think about being in the
flow of the stream. There are
many more people outside the
organisation than inside, many
more smart people, creative
people. How do you harness
them?” said McManus, who had
earlier spoken of the “beautiful
complexity” of networks. The
key is to think outside boxes,
barriers, old-style hierarchies,
and then to find and monetise
Sibos Issues 10

a role in the networked “wierarchy”. McManus concluded:
“Your company will be disrupted. But thinking about how the

network wins, and about how
you’ll be part of that winning
team, is going to enable you to
learn how to be smarter.”

INNOTRIBE

Prepare to fail!
Fail cheap, fail fast, fail smart –
it’s the route to success.
After a day of theory, John

Sheldon, senior vice president,
group head of innovation management, Mastercard, gave us
the practice. “There’s a lot going on that’s disruptive,” Johnson told Innotribe’s afternoon
session, ‘Beyond APIs – network
effects’. MasterCard needs to
innovate, but faces a dual problem. “No-one wants a credit card
company to take a lot of risks.
We also have to protect our innovation from the core business,”
said Johnson. The solution? The
stand-alone MasterCard Labs.
Key to innovation, Johnson
told delegates, was to develop
an “innovation muscle”, by doing a lot of innovating, and to be
prepared to “fail smart”. Sheldon explained: “Innovation is a
repeatable process. Any failures
should be fast and cheap, and
you should learn from them.”
Innovation can come from anybody, Sheldon said, so it matters
to be open. “There are so many
ways to validate ideas,” Sheldon
added. “Put out a Google Ad,
for example, and see how many
‘likes’ you get.”
Delegates discussed the barriers to innovation. “Senior executives are good at ‘no’, but bad at
‘yes’,” said one. “We don’t have
the budget nor the right creative
people,” said another. Moderator Ben Hawkins, executive pro-

Innovation is
a repeatable
process.
John Sheldon, group head
of innovation management,
Mastercard

ducer, George P Johnson, closed
the session with a call to action.
“You are all innovators now,”
said Hawkins. “Look for creativity in everyone.” n
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MARKET
INFRASTRUCTURES

Lessons in market
harmonisation
What can Europe’s T2S and SEPA teach other regions about
integrating market structures? Plenty.
The successes and failures ulators were relatively late to tax barriers to contend with in

of European regional market
infrastructure projects should be
thoroughly examined by those
embarking on similar initiatives
in Latin America and Asia.
At Tuesday’s panel discussion,
‘Regional market infrastructure projects: lessons learnt’,
the Single Euro Payments Area
(SEPA) and TARGET2-Securities
(T2S) were highlighted as projects worthy of study by the architects of the Latin American
Integrated Market (MILA) as well
as those involved in projects to
align the equity and bonds markets of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
Ruth Wandhöfer, global head
of regulatory and market strategy, treasury and trade solutions,
Citi, said, “SEPA started off
strongly with a set of common
standards agreed by the industry, but soon it was realised that
other areas of harmonisation
were needed. But vested interests stood in the way and reg-

join the initiative, which turned
something that had seemed relatively simple into something
much more complex.”
T2S, as an initiative of the European Central Bank, was a good
example of the industry and regulators working very closely from
the outset, Wandhöfer explained.
Alvaro Camuñas, regional
head of Spain, Portugal and
Latin America at BNP Paribas
Securities Services, believed
the MILA project, which seeks
to integrate the stock exchanges of Chile, Colombia and Peru
to enhance cross-border trade
and investment in the region,
may avoid some of the problems
experienced in the construction
of SEPA due to common underlying regulatory similarities.
“Latin America is easier to
harmonise because the legal
systems there stem from Spanish legal tradition so there are
some similarities, though that’s
not to say there are no legal and

MILA,” he said. “Once we start to
see the economic benefits that
MILA can provide, I hope some
of these concerns will start to
fade away as the different countries realise they have a single,
common objective in increasing
investment in the region.”

Nico Torchetti, head of post-trade
services, Singapore Exchange

Asia’s limited
ambitions
In Asia, the market is seen as being far less homogenous, and Nico
Torchetti, head of post-trade services at the Singapore Exchange,
is doubtful that harmonization on
the scale envisaged by MILA will
ever be possible in the east.
“Asia is far from seeing any
cross-border exchange mergers
as levels of domestic protection
are much higher. What we need
to do in ASEAN is look at a way
to convince the markets to come
together to facilitate cross-border trade and reduce costs for
investors, but there are still a

There is
absolutely
no chance
of a single
regulator in
Asia, but we
can have a
single broad
rule book
based on
principles.

lot of vested interests to content
with,” he said.
The idea of a single regulator
in either Asia or South America
was also seen as highly unlikely, though panellists said that

should deflect from attempts to
harmonise rules across borders.
“There is absolutely no chance
of a single regulator in Asia, but
we can have a single broad rule
book based on principles and this
is how we need to drive the discussion today,” Torchetti asserted.
Wandhöfer added that lessons learned from Europe can
help to inform Asia and Latin
America over which initiatives
are more attainable and can be
driven through more easily.
“Coming up with these ideas
is straightforward, but the execution is difficult,” she said.
“T2S was very technical and run
by regulators which has made it
a success.” n

SOPRA BANKING
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CREATING VALUE FOR PAYMENTS

IN A PAYMENT SERVICES HUB
The payments industry is the scene of
massive changes that impact the entire
value chain and cause industry players
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Payment information systems must
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STANDARDS FORUM

Imagining the
future of standards
An experimental session saw standards and other industry experts come
together to solve some far-fetched, and not so far-fetched, ‘what if’ scenarios.
Andrew

Co-existence
challenge

Muir, head of standards implementation, SWIFT,
realised his dream yesterday at
the ‘Standards directions: What
if …?’ scenario planning session,
where five tables of experts in
payments, securities and technology debated questions such
as: what would happen if the
whole securities market was
forced to adopt ISO 20022 in a
‘big bang’? What if you sent an
ISO 20022 message to a market
that was still using SWIFT MT?

vice-president for product development at Clearstream, and
co-chair of the Securities Market
Practice Group sub-group on corporate actions, said migration to
ISO 20022 in the securities markets should be driven at the local
level by domestic market infra-

We need translation mapping
from ISO standards to legacy
and from legacy standards to
ISO.
Roy DeCicco, industry issues executive, J.P. Morgan

One of the more interesting
‘what if’s to come out of yesterday’s discussion was the idea
of all financial regulation from
2020 onwards including detailed
structures and standard software definitions, which would
enable regulation to be written
in a way that software developers could understand. Andrei
Kirilenko, professor of the practice of finance, MIT Sloan School
of Management, who led the
technology and regulation debate said the current regulatory
system was unsustainable. “Unless something is done, it will become too costly,” he said.
Kirilenko said the technology
and business processes were
already available to deliver this
2020
regulation-as-software
scenario. “The weakest link is
the lawyers who come up with
regulations in their national
language without thinking how
it could translate into lines of
code. Regulators need to be educated about the technological
implications of regulation.”
Sibos, powered by SWIFT.

No ‘big bang’ please!
Some of the other scenarios had
more immediately practical relevance, such as the issue of co-existence between SWIFT MT and
MX messages. Audience members were invited to sit at one
of the five tables, and it wasn’t
long before heads were bowed
deep in discussion as everyone
got to work trying to solve the
questions put before them.
On the securities side, the
resounding conclusion was that
a ‘big bang’ migration to ISO
20022 would be a complete disaster. Daniel Thieke, general
manager, settlement and asset
services, DTCC, who headed one
of the securities tables, said that
securities market infrastructures should be harmonised,
which would help with adoption
of ISO 20022, and that older
standards should be phased out.
“We need preservation of the
standard without customisation,” he stated.
Bernard
Lenelle,
senior

structures. “If you can sell it locally, then cross-border will follow.”
He said ISO 20022’s coverage
also needed to be broadened to
include other asset classes such
as foreign exchange. “More tools
are also needed to help with migration.”

In payments, Roy DeCicco,
industry issues executive,
J.P. Morgan, outlined some
of the challenges of co-existence between SWIFT MT
and MX messages. “We need
translation mapping from ISO
standards to legacy and from
legacy standards to ISO,” he
stated, “and consistency of
mapping across markets is
important.”
“What happens to the content [of a message] when you
go from ISO to legacy?” DeCicco
asked, adding that perhaps that
content could be remapped into
an EDI format.
Bernd Waizenhoefer, director, client products & solutions
financial institutions payments,
product management, Deutsche Bank, said the straightthrough processing of messages end to end also needed to be
ensured when using ISO 20022,
adding that there should be no
impact on liquidity or. He also
warned about the dangers of
adding complexity for clients.
“When we talk about syntax,
clients may not care about
that.” n

STANDARDS FORUM

Banishing the fifty shades of grey
A better understanding of semantics will help banks run
their businesses better.

“We need less dumb data.

It is not [about] big data, but
intelligence that is recognisable to consuming computers
wherever they may be,” stated
David Blaszkowsky, head of data
governance at State Street at
yesterday’s Standards Forum
session on semantic standards,
‘Fifty shades of meaning’.
Semantics is about content,
not technology, said Blaszkowsky, adding that we now live in
a world where regulators and
banks are talking about data semantics and taxonomies. Under
BCBS 239 – the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s
principles for effective risk data
aggregation and risk reporting –
systemically important financial
institutions must provide taxonomies and data dictionaries to
supervisors.
Sibos Issues 12

“We’re in the midst of a paradigm shift from rows and columns to fields and tags. We need
to understand where our data is;
not just its physical location, but
what it means and how data is
related to other internal and external data,” he said.
“We need to add semantics
robustness to data to build better products. With smart data
you know when information is
in use and have common ways
of describing the data. There
are lots of grey [areas]. Let’s
define what we mean and get
the right standards out there
so we can run our businesses
better.”

Critical for
collaboration
Jo Spencer, enterprise architect for payments, transac-

tion banking and cards at ANZ
Bank, said semantics were critical for collaboration, integration efficiency, for example enabling banks to innovate on top
of their legacy architectures
and meeting new information
challenges, such as transmitting more information with a
payment. “Payments do not
include a business context – a
reason for the payment. In Australia we’re putting in place an
ISO 20022 payment clearing
settlement system – not only
do we need to move the money
but also information. This is a
mindset change.”
Spencer said ANZ Bank had
built payment hubs and information services to provide information pertaining to the lifecycle
of a payment. “The information
challenge is going to come at us
like crazy,” he said. n
www.sibos.com
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POLISH FINANCIAL
SYSTEM

Warsaw is open for business!
The rapid development of Poland’s market
structure is winning international interest.
Financial

institutions, central
bankers and market infrastructure providers lined up to extol
the virtues of Poland’s financial
system yesterday, applauding
the progress that has been
made over the past 25 years to
develop a stable and attractive
market for banks and investors.
“The Polish financial system
is safe, innovative and competitive. We have come a long way
from almost nothing to become
a fully-fledged financial system that proved its resilience
and strength with the onset of
the global financial crisis. A lot
of countries had to pump huge
amounts of money into their financial markets but in Poland
not one single zloty, dollar or
euro was used to bail out failing
financial institutions,” boasted Piotr Wiesiolek, first deputy
president of the National Bank
of Poland.
Up until the late 1980s, Poland had no capital market and
its central bank was still largely
controlled by the government,
which also set the country’s
interest rates. Since then, a se-

ries of economic, structural and
technological
developments
have combined to open up the
country’s financial market to
the wider world, attracting significant investment into the
country.
“We have a society that encourages a lot of new business
and private investors and they
act as a kind of gear for the
Polish economy. The country
is pretty big, with 38 million
people, and there is strong potential for organic growth of
financial institutions. We have
very low corruption and strong
regulations,” said Iwona Sroka,
president and chief executive of
KDPW, the central securities depository of Poland.
In 2011, KDPW separated its
clearing house from its central
securities depository to create a
more robust distinction between
its two lines of business. KDPW
now has 65 participants, while
KDPW_CCP has 38. In April this
year, KDPW_CCP became the
third clearing house in the European Union to be authorised to
clear OTC derivatives under the

European Market Infrastructure
Regulation.
“Our services are provided
for the most dynamic economy
in the region but we are interested in attracting more market
participants, not only domestic
but also foreign, to build economic scale. Our main objective
is the safety and stability of the
financial system. Profit is not
the main objective,” said Sroka.

We are interested in attracting
more market participants, not
only domestic but also foreign.
Iwona Sroka, president and chief executive, KDPW

Cut-throat
competition
According to figures presented
by the Polish Bank Association,
62% of banks in Poland are now
foreign while 38% are domestic.
The domestic banks have grown
significantly since 2008, when
they occupied just 28% of the
market.
“Polish banking in the commercial sector is awfully fun
because it’s cut-throat competitive. A very healthy institutional
foundation enables you to run a
sector that allows many new entrants in a way that is creating
stability, but at the same time

is promoting the launch of new
services,” said Michal Panowicz,
director of the marketing and
business department at mBank.
Asked whether parts of Poland
could be in danger of being over-

banked, panellists were divided.
“In terms of retail banking, the
growth in new branches has
peaked and the boom of the last
five to eight years, I think, is over.
There have been no significant
branch closures yet, and the reason for that is the good results of
the banking sector, so there is no
significant cost pressure to go
out of that infrastructure quite
yet. But I think it will be a natural process over time and I would
expect the number of branches
to decline,” said Panowicz.
“In fact it’s the opposite,
Poland is underbanked,” countered Mieczyslaw Groszek, vice
president of the Polish Bank Association. “The measurement of
over or under is not the number
of outlets or branches; it’s the
relationship between banking
assets and GDP. In that sense
there is still room for development.” n
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INVESTMENT MANAGER
FORUM

We must stop
announcing
quarterly
objectives,
and begin
emphasising
three- or fiveyear ambitions.

The shortcomings
of short termism
Veteran investor Robert Pozen explains why
he feels the outcry against short termism is
“reaching a crescendo”.
W

hat do Prince Charles, the
US Chamber of Commerce and
Robert Pozen have in common?
They’re all adamantly opposed
to short termism in finance.
The rising tide of concern reflects the scale of the perceived
problem of corporate strategists’
short-sightedness and the desire
to earn a quick buck, rather than
cultivate a successful long-term
agenda. With the US Chamber of
Commerce recently referring to
short termism as one of the greatest threats to America’s competitiveness, and Prince Charles
only last year imploring British
businesses to dismiss immediate
commercial pressures for the
pursuit of a far more sustainable
long-term agenda, the campaign
for fundamental reform may be
approaching its climax. At Sibos
today, this unlikely transatlantic
partnership finds another ally in
Robert Pozen, who on Monday
gave Sibos University attendees
the benefit of his thoughts on
‘extreme productivity’, but this
afternoon will highlight the short-

comings of short termism when
he gives the Investment Manager
Forum’s keynote address.
Pozen speaks from experience. As executive chairman of
Boston-based money manager
MFS Investment Management,
he helped the firm increase its
assets under management by
75%. Also formerly vice chairman of Fidelity Investments,
Pozen has taken a number of
public policy roles during his
career, including secretary of
economic affairs under Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney
and as a member of President
George W Bush’s commission
to strengthen social security.
Alongside his experience as a
senior lecturer at Harvard Business School and MIT’s Sloan
School of Management, Pozen’s
background provides him with a
unique combination of practical
and academic insights into the
importance of long-term business strategy. Now, he feels the
need for a realignment of perspective is greater than ever.

“The outcry against short
termism in corporate decision-
making is reaching a crescendo,”
explains Pozen. “The number of
people claiming they can’t make
effective long-term investments
because of shareholder concerns or high-volume trading is
just staggering. My view is that
investors are willing to embrace
long-term strategy, as long as
they believe such strategies are
genuinely well thought-out.”
Following a recent barrage of
forthright attempts at reining in
the influence of shareholders,
Pozen argues that there is a serious need for simpler, more justifiable reforms that could ease
existing tensions. “Regarding
the investment side, the process
of empty voting (where individuals can vote without actually
owning the stock) is a practice that simply needs to stop,”
states Pozen. In recent decades,
a wide range of finance innovations – from shorting to securities lending to high-frequency
trading – have reshaped tradi-

Robert Pozen

tional notions of share ownership, fundamentally changing
the nature of the relationship
between owners and managers.

Aligning incentives
For Pozen, the fact that approximately 75% of companies in the
United States currently project
their next quarter earnings is
just as concerning. “Clearly, if a
company announces its quarterly projections it will unavoidably
and unsurprisingly intensify focus on the quarter, rather than
the long term. We must stop announcing quarterly objectives,
and begin emphasising three- or
five-year ambitions,” he argues.
Perhaps most controversially, Pozen further emphasises
the need to reform executive
compensation structures and

perspectives. “I would say that
most executives’ bonuses are
still based on one-year performances. Yet of course if you base
compensation on one year’s performance, people will develop a
short-term, one-year perspective – why wouldn’t they? In
the company I was running, I
extended that performance period to three years. Inevitably,
this develops a perspective that
is far more effective long term.
Not very many companies adopt
this strategy – there really needs
to be a discussion about the advantage of extended bonus measurement periods.” n
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WORLD PAYMENTS
REPORT

Growing pains for the
payments industry
Demand for faster payments is spreading, but banks are
struggling to innovate as quickly as alternative providers.
W

Everyone’s
digging in the
same sandpit.
We need to
grow and
invest in our
talent.
William Higgins, managing
director for strategy & design,
change, control and operations,
RBS

Sibos, powered by SWIFT.

orld payment volumes continue to grow particularly in
emerging markets like China
and Russia, and the US market
may be inching closer towards
a faster payments scheme. Yet,
when it comes to payments innovation, banks will struggle to
keep pace with non-bank providers, and will need to manage
innovation carefully in order to
avoid reputational damage.
Payments is still an attractive
business for banks to be in attendees at yesterday’s World
Payments Report panel discussion heard, with global payment
volumes growing by 10% from
2012 to 2013 to reach a total of
360 billion transactions. “Central Europe and Africa are the
fastest growing regions, together with Asia, and mature

markets keep growing at rates
above domestic GDP growth,”
said Christophe Vergne, leader of the global cards and payments centre of excellence,
Capgemini, joint publisher of
the report with RBS.
Looking ahead 10 years,
Vergne said global payments
would continue to grow, but
more competition meant more
investment would be needed in
order for providers to differentiate themselves.
Regions such as emerging
Asia saw 23.9% growth in payments, compared with 4.9% in
North America, although the US
still has the largest number of
absolute payments, according to
the report, which is celebrating
its 10th anniversary. But in five
to 10 years from now, Vergne
Sibos Issues 14

said markets like China would
outpace Europe and the US in
terms of payments growth.
As the payments pie continues to grow, William Higgins,
managing director for strategy
& design, change, control and o
perations, RBS, said competition
for talent was fierce. “I’ve never
seen competition in payments
at this level. Everyone’s digging
in the same sandpit. We need to
grow and invest in our talent.”
Higgins said the UK Faster Payments scheme was extremely popular and provided
an increasingly attractive alternative to cash and cheques. In
the US, however, even though
cheques are declining at a rate
of 82% per year, they are still
the predominant form of payment in the person-to-person

and small business market segments, said Marie Gooding, COO
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta. Check 21 legislation has
taken a lot of paper out of the
US network, but Gooding said
more needed to be done, adding
that there was positive industry
momentum in the US for faster
payments, either by the Federal
Reserve System or the private
sector. n
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SWIFT traffic highlights
FileAct traffic up 48% year to date.
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Asia Pacific Region
All business areas
Payment MI
Securities MI
Corporates
Other

Kchar growth
360,900 +75.9%
634 +92.9%
6,400 -31.5%
249,168 +60.1%
104,698 +13.2%
Millions of Kchar
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EMEA region
Kchar growth
All business areas 11,958,607 +47.9%
Payment MI
8,746,562 +107.6%
Securities MI
363,570
-57.9%
Corporates
844,538 +53.4%
Other
2,003,936
-18.5%

Total SWIFT
Kchar growth
All business areas 12,461,559 +47.8%
Payment MI
8,858,382 +104.7%
Securities MI
370,220
-57.7%
Corporates
1,110,270 +54.0%
Other
2,122,687
-15.5%

Feb-13

of 48% versus the same period
in 2013.
This increase is driven by
growth in the use of FileAct by
payment market infrastructures
(MIs), up 104% year to date. Securities MI traffic has been impacted
by a service that migrated from
FileAct to FIN, earlier this year.
The EMEA region is by far
the biggest, representing 96%
of the worldwide FileAct traffic
total.
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Monday 29 September
2014, FileAct traffic volumes
reached close to 19 million Kchar
(kilo characters), making it the
fifth best FileAct traffic day in
the history of SWIFT. This brings
the average daily volume for
September to 12 million Kchar,
representing a growth of 25%
versus September 2013.
The year-to-date average daily volume stands at 12.5 million
Kchar, which represents growth
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GLOBAL TRADE

No longer a pipe dream
The future of global trade could well flow south.
But do banks have the products and services to follow?
T

he vision of ‘south-south’
cooperation has a long history,
but, until now, has produced
little change in terms of a challenge to the existing structure
of global trade. At the Bandung
Conference in Indonesia in 1955,
25 Asian and African countries
agreed to promote mutual economic cooperation, diversification and intra-regional trade.
In the 1970s, the UN General
Assembly passed resolution
after resolution promoting cooperation between developing
countries, and the 1978 Buenos
Aires Plan of Action established
a global framework for southsouth cooperation. Still, today,
developing countries make up
over 80% of the world’s population, yet less than 20% of global
trade flows through south-south
channels.
Finally, however, after several
decades of new authorities,
commissions, councils, and conferences, this may be starting to
change. According to Standard
Chartered Bank’s recent special
report, ‘Global Trade Unbundled’, the fastest growing trade
corridors in the world are all
south-south: Asia-MENA (Middle
Sibos, powered by SWIFT.

east and north Africa), Asia-Africa, and Asia-Latin America.
John Calverley, who heads up
economic research at Standard
Chartered and is a co-author of
the report, joins Sibos as a panellist at today’s session, ‘Southsouth cooperation: how long before it becomes a reality?’
The Standard Chartered report identifies developing regions as the fastest-growing
export markets since 1990 for
MENA, Sub-Saharan Africa and
Latin America, and asserts that
the rise of ‘developing Asia’ as a
global trading partner has been
crucial to the development of
south-south trade corridors.
China to Latin America, for instance, is the fastest growing
trade corridor, increasing by
more than 200 times since 1990.

New finance needs
The report predicts a growth in
horizontal, as opposed to vertical, supply chains, a process that
is already underway. Developing
countries no longer produce
merely ‘low value-added goods’
and are now moving towards
increasingly specialised manu-

facturing processes. This is coupled with a move from focusing
on exporting commodities to,
increasingly, finished products.
As Clarissa Dann, editor of the
Trade and Forfaiting Review and
moderator of today’s session,
puts it, “that shift has implications for the sort of finance
products banks have to come up
with and how they manage the
security aspects.”
Standard Chartered expects
trades based on “mutual trade
gains from greater specialisation and efficiency” to grow in
the coming years, and banks
across the world will have to
adapt to a new reality in which
developing countries are increasingly able and willing to
trade specialised products directly with each other.
The World Trade Organisation
calculates that the proportion of
developing countries’ exports to
other developing countries rose
from 29% in 1990 to 47% by
2008. Standard Chartered estimates that south-south trade
will take up 40% of global trade
by 2030, up from a present 18%,
adding that 70% of global economic growth between now and
Sibos Issues 15

2030 will come from emerging
economies.
Dann says that the accelerated growth of trade between developing countries “means that
banks have to – in a tougher regulatory environment – find ways
of making this business work for
them or else they will miss out
on being part of the new trade
landscape.”

Real deals, real goods
China’s rise as a ‘mega-trader’
is crucial to the growth in southsouth trade, according to Standard Chartered, but the trends
identified in ‘Global Trade unbundled’ touch every region of
the developing world. Africa,
Asia and Latin America are all
seeing growth in south-south
and intra-regional trade, but the
ways in which this is manifested
and the tools and instruments
with which financial institutions
can respond are both unique to
each region and applicable to the
general picture. The Sibos panel
features practitioners working
in and across each region, and
Dann says that “panellists will
be talking about real deals, real

Banks have to
find ways of
making this
business work
for them or
else they will
miss out.
Clarissa Dann, editor, Trade and
Forfaiting Review

goods and the challenges overcome in financing them”.
Even if predictions of southsouth trades making up 40% of
global trade by 2030 prove overly optimistic, large-scale growth
in trade between developing
countries is already under way.
Financial institutions will need
to prepare if they are to make
the most of new opportunities,
and new realities. n

TO LEARN MORE …

South-South
cooperation: how long
before it becomes a
reality?
Wednesday 1 October,
16:00-17:00
www.sibos.com

www.swift.com

AT THE END OF THE DAY

Sibos swings to
Mongolian throat
singing

Flying under the radar
C

onference-goers might be surprised to
see something hovering above the exhibition floor. Is it a bird? Is it a plane? A
quick visit to the Infosys stand will clear
up the confusion. The Indian IT multinational has three Parrot AR 2.0 drones to
give away.
Controlled by an app on your mobile
phone or tablet, the Parrot can reach a
maximum altitude of nearly 200m, although US law restricts their use above
400 feet. Capable of reaching speeds of
over 11 m/s, you can track your flight live
on screen with the 720p HD video camera.

The drones will be given away by raffle at 4 p.m., Thursday by Infosys Global marketing head, financial services,
Pramod SN. The best way to be in with
a shot of winning is to visit their stand
and open their “magic box”. Small and
wooden, opening the box is much more
difficult than it looks.
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The AR 2.0 was named one of Drone
Life magazine’s best drones for capturing footage of fall foliage, and Infosys
will surely be hoping the prize sparks
the imagination of Sibos-goers. If nothing else, it could provide an innovative
means of keeping an eye on the competition.

T

uesday afternoon saw the exhibition
floor filled with the unusual sounds of
the Morin Khuur, the Mongolian horsehead fiddle, thanks to China’s Baoshang
Bank.
Baoshang, based in the Inner Mongolia region of China, flew Siain Menho
to Boston to demonstrate his skills on
the two-stringed instrument, which is
somewhere between a guitar and a cello.
Menho accompanied his playing with
traditional throat singing. Together, the
unique sound had an almost Country
and Western flavor: two parts Mongolian
steppe, one part Johnny Cash.
Yuqi Li, who works in Baoshang’s financial market department, said the
bank wanted “to show these traditional

arts to people from around the world.”
Describing Menho as “very talented”, Li
said Baoshang want to present their culture to the world, and help global banks
“get to know us better”.
Prizes of traditional silk were given away to lucky raffle winners during
the performance. Sangeeta Shenwai,
VP, corporate communications, Indian Banks’ Association, won the ‘Queen
prize’. Shenwai said she “really enjoyed
the show”. Deborah Overdeput, Sapient
Global Markets’ head of marketing, took
home the ‘King prize’. Overdeput gave
Menho a rave review, saying how “surprised” she was by how much she liked
the music. “I love experiencing different
cultures,” she said.

# Found on Twitter
Sibos #Sibos
State Street @StateStreet
7,000 of the industry’s best talking about the future of finance. Count us in.
#ProudSponsor #Sibos @Sibos
Deutsche Bank GTB @TalkGTB
44% of the #Sibos audience says it is very likely that their institution will be a
victim of a cyber-crime next year.
Andrew Carrier @AndrewCarrier
@TalkGTB: 21% of the #Sibos audience says “innovation is not an agenda item
at this time.”” <— Wow.
BofAML @BofAML
Banks and tech will undoubtedly adapt to the digital lives of millennials, says
Cindy Murray. #Sibos
Securities Services @BNPP2S
José Placido at #Sibos: “#Diversity has to be integrated into your business
strategy to be effective.”
Mobasher Zein Kazmi @MobasherZein
Transparency is the fundamental cornerstone of any compliance program. Adam
Szubin of US OFAC #Sibos
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